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Symphony No. 5, in E minor (" From the New World ") Dvorak
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(First performance in England.)
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) NOTICE.
In order to promote the comfort of Visitors who are already in

their seats, and to enable the Audience to listen without interruption
to the pieces performed, it is essential that the doors leading into the
Auditorium should be kept closed during the performance of each
item or movement on the Programme.

Patrons of the Concerts will greatly oblige the Management by
giving their assistance in carrying out this Regulation.

Members of the audience desirous of leaving before the termina¬
tion of the Concert are politely requested to do so between the
items in the Programme.

PROGRAMME.

Descriptive Notes (which are copyright) by Mrs. ROSA NEWMARCH.

HcaDentic jfestiral ©venture (oP. so) - Brahms (1833-97)
In 1880 the degree of Doctor in Philosophy was conferred

upon Brahms by the University of Breslau, and during his
summer holidayat Ischl he occupied himselfwith the composition
of his thesis. " A ceremonial of so solemn and academic a

character," says Mr. Hadow, " naturally demanded an unusual
display of learning. Symphonies were too trivial, oratorios were
too slight, even an eight-part à capella chorus in octuple
counterpoint was hardly adequate to the dignity of the occasion.
Something must be done to mark the doctorate with all the awe

' and reverence due to the Philosophic Chair. So Brahms
* selected a handful of the more convivial student-songs and

worked them into a concert overture which remains one of the
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most amusing pieces of pure comedy in the whole range of
music."

The student-songs on which Brahms based this Overture
are " Der Landesvater " ; the "Fuchslied," or Freshman's
Song ; and ' Gaudeamus igitur."

The work begins with a lively original theme, pianissimo,
for violins, followed by another subject started by the violas.
The first theme then returns and is worked up to a brief climax
in E minor, after which a soft connecting passage introduces a

popular song, of a solemn, hymn-like character—" The Stately
House." This air is first given out by three trumpets, simply
but solidly harmonized, with the addition of a drum-roll, and
afterwards in conjunction with avariant of the opening subject.
The graver mood is now replaced by a brighter spirit, and a

genuine student-song, " Der Landesvater," is heard in the second
violins, and after some clever treatment leads on to the still
more jovial " Fuchslied." This theme is presented and
developed with great humour. It is stated first by the bassoons
and taken up in turn by all the other instruments (except
trombones), with the effect of an animated chorus. The Coda
is founded on the familiar " Gaudeamus igitur," worked up to a
most effective climax.

SçmpbOllÇ No. 5, in E minor (Op. 95)
("From the New World") Dvorak (7841 -1904)

If Smetana, with his exclusive patriotic ideals and his
superb self-sacrifice in the cause of nationality, may be
compared with Glinka, Dvorák, who was far more accessible
to cosmopolitan influences, may not unfitly be likened to a
Czech counterpart of Tchaikovsky. The fates of these four
composers show a striking similarity : Smetana and Glinka
were canonized after their deaths ; Tchaikovsky and Dvorák
were worshipped in their lifetime. The former were pioneers,
the latter the prosperous settlers in a new world of music.

Dvorak's Fifth Symphony was first performed by the
Philharmonic Society of New York on December 15th, 1893.
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It owes its title, " From the New World," to the fact that it
was written during the composer's sojourn in America, and to
the utilization of certain folk-melodies derived from negro
sources. Any revival of the hot discussion which followed the
appearance of this Symphony as to whether the songs of the
negro slaves of the South could in any way lay claim to be
regarded as genuine folk-tunes would be out of place here.
Dvorák found in them interesting material for development
both in this Symphony and in his F major Quartet, Op. 96.
But from whatsoever source he drew some of his melodic

inspiration for this work, it is clear that its actual idiom is as

Slavonic as possible. It is difficult to understand why the
"

New World " Symphony, with its glowing emotion and lavish
colour, its fine sincerity and deep underlying poetry, has not
taken a stronger hold upon the public taste. There is some¬

thing perhaps in its inappropriate title that sets people in the
wrong mood for listening to it ; just as the equally unsuitable
epithet " Pathetic " attached to Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony
has helped its cause vastly with the man in the street. It
would be a sound testimony to our improvement as a musical
nation if we took this fine work to our hearts on equal terms
with Beethoven's C minor, with Tchaikovsky's last two

symphonies, and with Schubert's " Unfinished."

I.—The first movement opens with a brief introduction
(Adagio, E minor, 4-8), in which no traces of the popular
melody are discernible. The lower strings, pianissimo, give
out an initial theme to which flutes and oboes make reply.
There is a sudden climax jf, in which a brief figure for strings
is responded to energetically by drums and horns. A few
vigorous detached chords for full orchestra lead up to the
Allegro molto, the principal subject of which is stated in two
sections : the first allotted to horns in unison, the second to

wood-wind. The theme is syncopated and has the rhythm of
the "Scotch snap," the melody being also founded on the
pentatonic scale. After this subject has been transferred to
the basses and fully elaborated, the flutes and oboes introduce
a subsidiary theme, a characteristic feature of which is a
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flattened seventh. The second subject proper is stated by the
flute, " and is," says Mr. Philip Hale, " no doubt derived from
the familiar melody ' Swing low, sweet chariot.' " It is
accompanied by long-drawn chords ppp in the strings.
Afterwards the violins take up the melody, but its development
is not carried to any great length. At the beginning of the
working-out the second subject appears as a piccolo solo, to
which the oboes reply with the second half of the first subject.
When this re-enters in the tonic it is given to the horns.
The return of the second theme is first in the oboe, followed
by an emphatic restatement by the trumpets. There is an

immensely vigorous Coda, based mainly upon the first subject.
II. Largo, D flat major, 4-4.—In the slow movement Dvorák

is said to have been partially inspired by Longfellow's
"

Hiawatha's Wooing." It starts with four very soft and
impressive introductory bars for clarinets, bassoons, and brass.
The principal theme—a romantic and lovely melody—is
given out by cor anglais above an accompaniment for muted
strings. There is a return to the opening bars in the wood¬
wind, succeeded by some pianissimo bars for strings derived
from the first subject. The theme itself is repeated by the
cor anglais and then by the muted horns, after which we arrive
at a somewhat sudden transition to the key of C sharp minor
and a section headed Un poco più mosso. A brief fresh theme is
now given to flute and oboe, but it forms merely a transition
to the second subject, heard immediately afterwards in the
oboes and clarinets over a pizzicato bass. Towards the close
of the movement the first theme recurs in its original form on

the cor anglais ; the melancholy introductory chords are also
heard again, and then the Largo dies away in a pianissimo
ascending passage for strings, followed by a chord for the
basses.

III.—The Scherzo (Molto vivace, 3-4) begins with some

preliminary bars anticipating the first theme, which is
announced by the flutes and oboes, and is much used in
imitation. The second subject (poco sostenido) is allotted to the
same instruments as the first, and is more placid and cantabile



in character. The Trio starts with an animated theme for the

wind, to which succeeds one for strings in E minor. The
Scherzo is repeated, and in the Coda we shall notice an allusion
to the opening subject of the first movement.

IV. Allegro con fuoco, E minor, 4-4.—The Finale has nine
introductory bars, after which horns and trumpets give out
the chief theme, in which we again hear the characteristic
flattened seventh. The rest of the orchestra accompany with
staccato chords. This broad and fiery theme is elaborated by
the strings and the full orchestra. The second subject is
introduced by the clarinets. In the course of the development
section reference is made to the principal subject of the first
movement, the melody for cor anglais in the Largo, and the
opening theme of the Scherzo. The Coda brings into combi¬
nation the leading theme of the first and of the last movements.

INTERVAL OF FIVE MINUTES.



If
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COltCCrtO in D major for Solo Violoncello, Horns,
and Strings - - - Tartini {1692-1770)

Solo Violoncello - Señor PABLO CASALS.

1. Poco Largo—Pomposo.
2. Allegro moderato.
3. Grave ed espressione.
4. Allegro.

Giuseppe Tartini was born at Pirano, in Istria, April 12th,
1692. The story of his early years reads like a romance. He
was originally intended for the priesthood, but, this vocation
being exceedingly uncongenial to him, he entered the Univer¬
sity of Padua at eighteen as a law student. Even this
change of career did not suffice to his volatile temperament.
He was a skilled fencer, and at one time was prepared to
abandon both music and the law in order to become a pro¬

fessional maître d'escrime. But circumstances shaped his life
otherwise. While still a student at the University he fell in
love with the niece of the Archbishop of Padua, and a

clandestine marriage followed. This brought upon Tartini
the wrath of the Archbishop and also of his own family. He
was forced to flee from Padua and conceal himself in a

monastery at Assisi. Plere he resumed his musical studies,
begun at an early age. The influence of the cloister proved
beneficial to his reckless, pugnacious disposition. The manner
of his quitting Assisi was as romantic as his arrival there. One
day as he was playing a solo in the chapel, concealed behind a

curtain, it was blown aside by a sudden draught, and the
musician was recognized by a native of Padua, who reported
the whereabouts of the fugitive. He was now forgiven by the
Archbishop and permitted to reclaim his wife—a doubtful benefit
if we are to believe Burney's account of the lady, whom he
likens to Xantippe. Tartini was devoted to Padua, and rarely
left that city during the last fifty years of his life. Both as a

player and a composer he was the direct descendant of
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Corelli and Vivaldi. But although he continued the noble
traditions of the earlier school, he infused into his own works
for the violin an ardour and a subjective sentiment entirely
lacking in those of his predecessors. He composed an immense
number of concertos and sonatas. His death took place at
Padua on February 16th, 1770.

This Concerto has been scored by Louis Delune, from a

pianoforte edition by Friedrich Grützmacher, for Breitkopf and
Hàrtel's Universal Edition.

I.—The first subject is announced directly by the orchestra,
the horns occasionally taking part in it. At the conclusion of
the tutti the solo 'cello enters with a florid version of the

opening bars of the theme. The orchestra presents the con¬

tinuation, and again the solo-instrument takes up the initial
phrase of it, spinning the material out into graceful embroi¬
deries, and winding up with a cadenza before the conclusion
of the movement.

II.—The strings give out a gay and confident theme which
the 'cello picks up at the fifth bar and proceeds to elaborate a

little. The second subject, in the dominant, is also assigned to
the soloist against fragments of counter-melody in the violins.
The first theme is then repeated in the same key, after which
the solo 'cello introduces some new material. The remainder

of the movement is chiefly occupied with passage-work for the
solo-instrument based upon the first subject, and after the
cadenza there is a short Coda also built upon its figures.

III.—This slow movement, in D minor, is constructed upon

a tender, serious melody announced by the solo 'cello. The
horns are now silent, and the organ is added to the accompani¬
ment. The soloist deals throughout with the melody in an

ornate manner.

IV.—After a few prefatory bars, in which the first four
notes of the theme are emphasized, the solo-instrument intro¬
duces the well-marked subject, accompanied by ejaculatory
phrases alternating in horns and strings. The second subject
is in much the same style as the first. The cadenza is
followed by a final allusion to the first theme.
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Ipassacaglía for Small Orchestra " Green Bushes "
Percy Grainger

(Lovingly and reverently dedicated to the memory of Edvard Grieg.)
(Conducted by the Composer.)

(First performance in England.)
This is No. 12 of a series of British Folk-Song Settings

dedicated by the composer to the memory of one of the greatest
national poet-musicians—Edvard Grieg. It was written in
1905-6, and is based upon an air known as " Green Bushes,"
to be found in " Folk-Songs from Somerset " (2nd series), by
Cecil J. Sharp and Charles L. Mason (pp. 16, 66). The
following account of the work has been taken from the
manuscript notes which Mr. Percy Grainger intends to issue
with the score, shortly to be published :

"

Without knowing the past history (who does ?) of such
tunes as ' Green Bushes,' I, rightly or wrongly, instinctively
think of them as dance-tunes, and imagine them sung as

an accompaniment to rural dancing in some such way as

the stirring Faero dance-ballads are used by the Islanders
to this day. Such tunes breathe to me of that bygone
passion for the dance that is so beautifully reflected in the
words of so many Scandinavian folk-ballad refrains, and of
all that overflow of youthful joy and tender romance that so

naturally finds its outlet in dancing (and the arts and customs
bound up with it) among fresh, free races the world over.

Thus this setting was undertaken as dance-music pure and
simple, and as an expression of those athletic and ecstatic
feelings which inspire and are inspired by the dance, and is in

^ no way based on the plot of the words of the folk-song (for
which see Mr. Cecil Sharp's publication above mentioned) or

on any other ' programme.'
"

Round the strong, sterling, graceful lines of the old tune
(in its variants so widespread throughout Great Britain, and so

very typical of a certain class of English peasant-song) I have
tried to weave some modern musical substitute for, and imagina¬
tive reflection of, those vanished cheery countryside festivities
in which I like to picture such tunes as this once having played
their part.
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"

My work is a Passacaglia in a triple sense : in that it is
dance-music (for the term ' Passacaglia' was originally the name
of an early Italian or Spanish dance that was danced in France
until the eighteenth century) ; in that the underlying theme
keeps on throughout the piece with practically no break ; and
in that the treatment is completely polyphonic. Yet it became
a Passacaglia unintentionally. In taking the view that ' Green
Bushes ' is one of, those tunes specially suited to be repeated
over and over again so as to form a continuous accompaniment
to dancing, I was naturally led to keep it running like an
unbroken thread right through my setting ; and in feeling
prompted to graft upon it modern musical elements harmonious
to the imagination of the swish and flowing jumble of dance move¬
ments and sensations, the polyphonic treatment came of itself.

(a) "Green Bushes."

FérrSr»
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(a) is the tune collected by Mr. Cecil Sharp. (¿>) I noted from
the singing of Mr. George Leaning (of Barton-on-Humber,
North-East Lincolnshire) in 1906, and have made use of it in
this setting, (c), (d), and (e) are a selection from the chief
musical stuffs I have composed round the folk-tune. (d) lent
itself to rather curious treatment. Owing to the somewhat
neutral or ' keyless ' mixolydian character of the ' Green
Bushes ' tune, I have been able to let it continue its unbroken
course (with but slight alterations) in F, while the passage (d)
(likewise practically unchanged) occurs first in E flat major,
then in B flat major, and lastly in F major."
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Concerto in A minor for Violoncello and Orchestra (Op. 33)
Saiut-Saëns {1835)

Solo Violoncello - Señor PABLO CASALS.

This is the first of two concertos written by M. Saint-Saëns
for violoncello and orchestra, the second being dedicated to
M. Hollman. The work we are about to hear was composed
in 1872, and first performed at one of the concerts of the Paris
Conservatoire in January, 1873. The Concerto is constructed
in one continuous movement. The full orchestra gives out a

single chord, after which the chief theme {Allegro non troppo)
enters immediately on the solo-instrument, with a tremolo
accompaniment for violins and violas. This subject is then
transferred to the flute and clarinet in octaves, a counter-

melody being given to the solo-instrument. This is succeeded
by an impassioned episode based upon the first subject. W hen
the music has grown soft and quiet once more, the second
subject is introduced, as calm in character as the first was
energetic. A long passage of sixths {animaló) for the solo-
instrument, with a triplet-figure of accompaniment in the first
and second violins, leads to a tutti {Allegro molto). The
development is chiefly concerned with the elaboration of the
first subject. Towards the close of this section the second
theme makes a reappearance on the solo-instrument and
conducts to a second section {Allegretto con moto). A dainty
theme is now heard for the muted strings, the soloist having an

independent cantabile melody in complete contrast. In the
course of this section the soloist has a brilliant unaccompanied
cadenza, ending in a long trill. Soon afterwards this graceful
Allegretto comes to an end with the recurrence of the first
theme, leading to the third and last section of the Concerto,
"

a little slower." The solo instrument announces the subject,
syncopated, and romantic in feeling. This quiet commence¬
ment soon gives place to an episode of a more stirring character,
which starts in the orchestra and draws the solo-instrument to
take part in the agitation. After considerable elaboration of
this material and some showy work for the soloist, the
syncopated theme returns in its original form and leads to
a repetition of the opening theme in the full orchestra. A
vigorous Coda, containing a new subject for the solo-instru¬
ment, brings the Concerto to an end.
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SYMPHONY CONCERTS—Continued.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16th, at 3 o'clock.
Saint-Saëns

Schubert

Symphonic Poem - Le Rouet d'Omphale -

Symphony No. 7, in C major -

Concerto No. 5, iu E flat (" Emperor "),
for Pianoforte and Orchestra

EUGEN D'ALBERT.

Lustspiel Overture (Op. 120)
(First Per/ormance in England.)

Beethoven

Max Reger

Solo Pianoforte M. EUGEN D'ALBERT.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, at 3 o'clock.

Symphonic Poem - Vltava - - Smeiana

Symphony No. 5, in C minor - - - Beethoven
Concerto No. 2, in D minor,

for Pianoforte and Orchestra - MacDowell
Mme. CARREÑO.

Symphonic Poem - Les Sirènes (Op. 33) - - R. Gliere
(First Performance in England.)

Overture

Solo Pianoforte

Cockaigne
Mme. TERESA CARREÑO.

Elgar

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18th, at 3 o'clock.

Waldweben (Siegfried) .... Wagner
Seventh Symphony - Mahler

(fln Abemoriam ©ustar Ababler, 1860=1911.)

(First Performance in England.)

Scottish Fantasia for Violin, Harp, and Orchestra Max Bruch
FRITZ KRF.ISLER.

Solo Harp - Mr. ALFRED KASTNER.

Tone-Poem - - En Saga - - Sibelius

Solo Violin - Herr FRITZ KREISLER.



SYMPHONY CONCERTS-Continued.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1st, at 3 o clock.

Overture - - Alceste - - Gluck

Symphony in B flat (B. & H. Edition, No. 98) - Haydn

Concerto in D for Violin and Orchestra - - Beethoven
CARL FLESCH.

Invitation à la Valse - - - Weber- Weingartner

Solo Violin - H err CARL FLESCH.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15th, at 3 o clock.

New Suite - - Piemonte - - Sinigaglia
Symphony No. 25, in G minor (K. 183) - - Mozart

Concerto No. i, in B flat minor,
for Pianoforte and Orchestra - Tchaikovsky

FREDERIC LAMOND.

Love-Scene from Feuersnot - - - Richard Strauss

Solo Pianoforte - Mr. FREDERIC LAMOND.

SATURDAY, MARCH 1st, at 3 o'clock.

Shepherd Fennel's Dance - - Balfour Gardiner
Concerto No. 2, in A, for Pianoforte and Orchestra Liszt

FERRUCCIO BUSONI.

Symphonia Domestica - - - Richard Strauss

Rhapsodie Espagnole, for Pianoforte and Orchestra Liszt-Busoni
FERRUCCIO BUSONI.

Overture - The Flying Dutchman - Wagner

Solo PianoForte - Signor FERRUCCIO BUSONI.
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Prelude Parsifal
Waldweben (Siegfried)
(a) Wolfram's Cavatina "When for the palm" (Tannhàuser
(b) Telramund's Address (Lohengrin)
Prelude Die Meistersinger
Siegfried Idyll
Huldigungsmarsch
Wotan's Spear and the Sleeping Brynhilda (Siegfried)
Closing Scene (Gôtterdàmmerung)
Ballade in A minor
Slavonic Dance No. i, in C (ist Series)

Miss ELLEN BECK.
Mr. THORPE BATES.

Wagner
Wagner

Actl-)| Wagner
Wagner
Wagner
Wagner
Wagner
Wagner

Coleridge-Taylor
Dvorak

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22nd, 1912.
Overture Rosamunde Schubert
Two Pieces for Orchestra Dream Children Elgar
Arias (a) " Dignare, O Domine " (Dettingen Te Deum) Handel

(b) " Go, young man " Lawes
(c) " This way, mortal " [The Judgment of Paris) Eccles

Variations Julius Harrison" Down among the dead men '
(First performance.)

Concerto No. 2, in F minor, for Pianoforte and Orchestra
Suite Peer Gynt
Prologue (Pagliacci)
Suite
Invitation à la Valse
Prelude Le Déluge
Wedding March (A Midsummer-Night's Dream)

M iss CARMEN HILL,
Mr. JOHN PROUT.

Solo Piano-Forte - Miss MARGUERITE MELVILLE.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23rd, 1912.
Overture The Magic Flute
Arias (a) The Mermaid's Song (Oberon)

(£) " Figlia mia " (Tamerlano)
(c) " Einen Bach " (Pilgrimage to Mecca)

4C Molly on the Shore "
(First performance at these Concerts.)

Concerto No. 2, in D minor, for Violin and Orchestra
Aria " The term is past " {The Flying Dutchman)
Symphony No. 6, in B minor (" Pathétique ")
Symphonic Poem Phaeton
Overture Crown Diamonds

Miss GWLADYS ROBERTS.
Mr. PETER DAWSON.

Solo Violin - Miss JOYCE BROWN.

Chopin
Grieg

Leoncavallo
Purcell-W00d

Wcher- Weingartner
Saint-Saëns
Mendelssohn

Mozart
Weber

Handel
Gluck

Fercy Grainger

Wieniawshi
Wagner

Tchaikovsky
Saint-Sa'èns

Auber



THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1912.
Overture Don Giovanni Mozart
Nocturne (A Midsummer-Night's Dream) Mendelssohn
Aria " Printemps qui commence " (Samson et Dalila) Saint-Sains
Three English Dances Algernon Ashton

(First performance.)
Concertó No. 4, in G, for Pianoforte and Orchestra Beethoven
Suite L'Arlésienne Bizet
Recit. and Aria " What would I do for my queen " (Esmeralda) Goring Thomas
Overture " 1812 " Tchaikovsky
Overture In Memoriam Sullivan
Danze Piemontese No. 2, in G Sinigaglia

Miss ETHEL PEAKE.
Mr. IVOR FOSTER.

Solo Pianoforte - Mme. MARIE FROMM.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25th, 1912.
(Last Night for Season-Ticket Holders.)

Overture Leonora No. i

Arias (a) " Voi che sapete " (Le Nozze di Figaro) )
(b) " Battf, batti " (Don Giovanni) ¡

Gavotte in E for Strings
Concerto No. 2, in B flat, for Pianoforte and Orchestra
Recit. and Aria " Hai gia vinto " (Le Nozze di Figaro')
Symphony No. 5, in C minor
Overture Oberon
Coronation March (Le Prophète)

Miss ADA FORREST.
Mr. HERBERT HEYNER.

Beethoven

Mozart

Bach
Brahms
Mozart

Beethoven
Weber

Meyerbeer

Solo Pianoforte Miss JOHANNE STOCKMARR.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1912.
(Last Night of the Season.)

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2, in D minor and G
Overture William Tell
Aria " Ah ! mon fils " (Le Prophète)
Entr'acte (Tales of Hoffmann)
Symphonic Poem Vltava
Suite for Flute and Orchestra
(a) Praeludium
(b) " Mock Morris," for String Orchestra
Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks
A Song of the Flea (Goethe's Faust)
Symphonic Poem Finlandia
Fantasia on Scottish Melodies Arr. by Sir

(The Sword Dance will be played by Pipe-Major G.
Marche Hongroise (Faust)

GOD SAVE THE KING.

Liszt
Rossini

Meyerbeer
Offenbach

Smetana
Benjamin Godard

Jarnefelt
Percy Grainger

Richard Strauss

Moussorgshy
Sibelius

Henry ]. Wood
BURNS.)

Berlioz

Miss ELLEN BECK.
Mr. THORPE BATES.

Solo Flute - Mr. ALBERT FRANSELLA.

(Of the Queen's Hall Orchestra.)

THE QUEEN'S HALL ORCHESTRA
Conductor-

Sir HENRY «J. WOOD.

Promenade, 1/- ; Balcony, 21- ; Grand Circle, 31- and 5/-.
Tickets may be obtained from

THE QUEEN'S HALL ORCHESTRA, Ltd., 320 Regent Street, W.
Telegrams—'' Accompany, London." ROBERT NEWMAN, Manager.
Telephone—551 raddington.



THE QUEEN'S HALL ORCHESTRA, LTD.
Directors—

The Rt. Hon. Sir Edgar Speyer, Bart. (Chairman).
The Earl Howe, G.C.V.O. The Earl of Londesborough, K.C.V.O.
Sir Henry J. Wood. John Roskill, Esq., K.C.

H. Egan Hill, Esq.
Secretary - - F. Pope.

THE

QUEEN'S HALL
ORCHESTRA

may be engaged

EITHER AT ITS FULL STRENGTH

OR IN REDUCED NUMBERS

for

London and Provincial

Concerts and Recitals,
witb or without

Sir HENRY J. WOOD as Conductor.

Terms and Vacant Dates may be obtained from
ROBERT NEWMAN, Manager,

Telephone 551 Paddinglon. S20 RpCÍPnt SfrP^t WTelegrams-" Accompany. London." logent OlTQei, W .
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THE QUEEN'S HALL ORCHESTRA, Ltd.
Directors :

The Rt. Hon. Sir Edgar Speyer, Bart. (Chairman).
The Earl Howe, G.C.V.O. The Earl of Londesborough, K.C.V.O.
Sir Henry J. Wood. John Roskill, Esq., K.C.

H. Eg an Hill, Esq.
Secretary - F. Pope.

MR.

ROBERT NEWMAN'S
Annual Concert

(By permission of the Directors)
will be given at

QUEEN'S HHLL
(Sole Lessees - Messrs. Chappell & Co., Ltd.)

Monday Evening, November 18th, at 8.
Prelude - • Lohengrin - - Wagner
Prelude to Act III. (Tristan unci Isolde) - • - Wagner

Cor Anglais Solo—mr. JAMES McDONAGH.
Overture - - Tannháuser - - Wagner
Lohengrin's Narration (Lohengrin) - - - Wagner

Mr. BEN DAVIES.

Song of the Rhine-Daughters (Gutterdammerung) - Wagner
Entrance of the Gods into Walhalla (Das Rheingold) Wagner

Prelude - - Die Meistersinger - - Wagner
Siegfried Idyll ------ Wagner
Preislied (Die MeistersingerJ .... Wagner

Mr. BEN DAVIES.
Waldweben (Siegfried) - - - - - Wagner
Siegfried's Journey to the Rhine (Gotterdammerung) - Wagner
March (TannhiiuserJ ..... Wagner

Vocalist - Mr. BEN DAVIES.

The QUEEN'S HALL ORCHESTRA
Conductor—

Sir HENRY J. WOOD
(Who has kindly consented to conduct).

TICKETS—Reserved, 10/6, 7/6, 5/-; Unreserved, 2/6.
(All the i/- Tickets are sold.)
mày be obtained from

THE QUEEN'S HALL ORCHESTRA, Ltd., 320 Regent Street, W.
ROBERT NEWMAN, Manager.



THE SUNDAY CONCERT SOCIETY.
President :

His Grace THE DUKE OF PORTLAND, K.G,, G.C.V.O.
Chairman of the Council:

THE EARL OF PLYMOUTH.

. FIFTEENTH SEASON OF

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERTS
EVERY 5UNDAY AT 3.30,

October 6th, 1912, to March 30th, 1913-

QUEEN'S HALL.
(Sole Lessees - Messrs. CHAPPELL & CO., Ltd.)

THE QUEEN'S HALL ORCHESTRA
Conductor—

Sir HENRY J. WOOD

will perform every Sunday Afternoon.

PROGRAMME FOR TO-MORROW AFTERNOON,
OCTOBER 20th, at 3.30.

Overture - - Tannhàuser - - - Wagner
Pr^ludium ....-- Jarnefelt
Suite - - - Carmen - - ■ Bizet
Concerto in D for Violin and Orchestra - • Tchaikovsky
Siegfried's Journey to the Rhine (Gotterdammerung) Wagner
Overture - - - Carneval - - - Dvorak

Solo Violin-

Miss VALENTINA CRESPI.

Full programmes and particulars may be obtained from
The SUNDAY CONCERT SOCIETY, 320 Regent St., W.

ROBERT NEWMAN, Manager.
Telegrams: ''Accompany," London. Telephone : 551 Paddington.

BAINES AND SCARSBROOK, PRINTERS, SWISS COTTAGE.


